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Approximation of the invariant distribution for a class of
ergodic SPDEs using an explicit tamed exponential Euler
scheme
Charles-Edouard Bréhier
Abstract. We consider the long-time behavior of an explicit tamed exponential Euler
scheme applied to a class of parabolic semilinear stochastic partial differential equations
driven by additive noise, under a one-sided Lipschitz continuity condition. The setting
encompasses nonlinearities with polynomial growth. First, we prove that moment bounds
for the numerical scheme hold, with at most polynomial dependence with respect to the
time horizon. Second, we apply this result to obtain error estimates, in the weak sense, in
terms of the time-step size and of the time horizon, to quantify the error to approximate
averages with respect to the invariant distribution of the continuous-time process. We
justify the efficiency of using the explicit tamed exponential Euler scheme to approximate
the invariant distribution, since the computational cost does not suffer from the at most
polynomial growth of the moment bounds. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
result in the literature concerning the approximation of the invariant distribution for SPDEs
with non-globally Lipschitz coefficients using an explicit tamed scheme.
1. Introduction
In the last 25 years, the analysis of numerical methods for Stochastic Partial Differential
Equations (SPDEs) has been a very active research field. Pionnering work have focused on
the so-called strong convergence of numerical schemes for equations with Lipschitz continuous
nonlinearities, and in the last decade many results concerning convergence of schemes for
equations with non-globally Lipschitz continuous nonlinearities, and weak convergence, have
been obtained. We refer to the monograph [19] for a pedagogical introduction to this field
of research.
In this article, we consider some semilinear parabolic SPDEs of the type
dXptq “ AXptqdt` F pXptqqdt` dWQptq,
as written in the framework of stochastic evolution equations, see [14]. Precise assumptions
concerning the linear operator A, the nonlinearity F and the Q-Wiener processWQ are given
below (Section 2). Under appropriate assumption, this process admits a unique invariant
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probability distribution µ‹, such that
ErϕpXpT qqs Ñ
TÑ8
ż
ϕdµ‹,
exponentially fast, for any initial condition Xp0q and any real-valued Lipschitz continuous
function ϕ (see Section 3). We study the question of approximating the invariant distribution
µ‹ using a numerical scheme. The main novelty of this article is to show that an explicit
scheme can be used, without loss of computational efficiency, even if the nonlinearity F is
not globally Lipschitz continuous.
Let us review the existing literature concerning the numerical approximation of invariant
distributions for parabolic semilinear SPDEs – see also the preprint [2] where stochastic
viscous scalar conservation laws are considered, and the monograph [16] and references
therein where some stochastic Schrödinger equations are studied. In [3], parabolic semilin-
ear SPDEs, with Lipschitz nonlinearity, driven by space-time white noise, are considered;
temporal discretization is performed using a linear implicit Euler scheme, and weak error
estimates which are uniform in time are obtained using a Kolmogorov equation approach.
In [6], the same framework has been considered, for full-discretization schemes (using a fi-
nite element method for spatial discretization); error estimates are obtained using a Poisson
equation approach. A full-discretization scheme based on an exponential Euler scheme has
been considered in [10]. A postprocessed integrator has been proposed in [7] in order to
increase the order of convergence. For non globally Lipschitz continuous nonlinearities, the
only existing result is the preprint [12], where the authors use a fully implicit scheme. Note
that the literature is also limited concerning the analysis of the weak error on finite time
intervals when applied to SPDEs with non-globally Lipschitz nonlinearity: see [5] where a
splitting scheme is applied for the Allen-Cahn equation (cubic nonlinearity), and also [11]
and [8].
In this article, we consider exponential integrators to deal with the linear part. As
demonstrated in [1] (see also the monograph [17]), using a simple explicit exponential Euler
scheme (like for instance in [18]) of the type
Xn`1 “ e∆tApXn `∆tF pXnq `∆WQn q,
where the nonlinearity is discretized explictly, is not appropriate due to the loss of moment
bounds, which would be essential in the proof of convergence. Many recipes have been
proposed to overcome this issue (we refer to [17] for a general analysis in the case of finite-
dimensional Stochastic Differential Equations). In this article, we consider the following
explicit tamed exponential Euler scheme (see Equation (25))
Xn`1 “ e∆tAXn ` p´Aq´1pI ´ e∆tAq F pXnq
1`∆t}F pXnq}L2 ` e
∆tA∆WQn ,
where ∆WQn are Wiener increments. This type of scheme has already been studied in [15]
and [22] for instance. In those works, a finite time horizon T P p0,8q is fixed, and the
authors look at strong convergence. To the best of our knowledge, neither weak convergence
rates nor long-time behavior have been considered for this type of explicit tamed scheme
for SPDEs in the literature so far. The objective of this article is to prove that the explicit
tamed scheme can be employed to approximate the invariant distribution µ‹, with precise
error estimates and analysis of the computational cost.
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The contribution of this article is twofold. First, moment bounds of the type
sup
0ďn∆tďT
`
Er}Xn}mL8
˘ 1
m ď Cp}x0}L8qp1` T q
are obtained, for all T P p0,8q. See Theorem 4.1 for a precise statement. The moment
bound is uniform with respect to the time-step size ∆t. It is important to note that the
upper bound is not uniform with respect to the final time T .
Second, weak error estimates of the typeˇˇ
ErϕpXnqs ´ ErϕpXptnqqs
ˇˇ ď Cαpϕ, }x0}L8qp1` TQq∆t2α,
for some Q P N, where α P p0, αq and α is a parameter which quantifies the regularity of the
process. If the equation is driven by a cylindrical Wiener process (Q “ I, space-time white
noise), α “ 1
4
, whereas α “ 1
2
if the equation is driven by trace-class noise. See Theorem 4.2
for a precise statement. The weak error estimate is not uniform with respect to time T .
Even if the upper bounds show some dependence with respect to time T , the polyno-
mial growth is sufficiently slow (compared with an exponential growth) not to damage the
performance of the scheme when one is interested in the approximation of the invariant dis-
tribution. Since the convergence to equilibrium is exponentially fast (with respect to T ) in
the models considered here, the analysis of the computational cost (see Corollary 4.3) reveals
that there is no loss in the efficiency, when compared with a situation where uniform mo-
ment bounds and error estimates hold (for instance, if the nonlinearity is globally Lipschitz
as in [3], or if an implicit integrator is employed as in [12]). Since the tamed exponential
Euler scheme is explicit, in practice its application is simpler and the cost per step is lower,
thus the results of this article justify its efficiency for the approximation of the invariant
distribution for SPDEs.
To the best of our knowledge, the long-time behavior of moment bounds and weak error
estimates for explicit tamed Euler schemes applied to SPDEs has not been studied in the
literature so far, and the results above show that these schemes are effective to numerically
approximate the invariant distribution of SPDEs. Note that only upper bounds are proven,
and it may happen that in fact the polynomial growth is not optimal and that uniform in
time upper bounds may be proved by other techniques. Some numerical experiments have
been performed and have not been sufficient to exhibit the polynomial growth (thus they are
not reported here). Studying whether the polynomial growth is optimal or whether uniform
bounds can be obtained is left for future works. The combination of the results of this article
with the analysis of spatial discretization, and the application of (multilevel) Monte-Carlo
methods is also left as an open question.
This article is organized as follows. The setting is presented and the main assumptions
are stated in Section 2. Preliminary results concerning the long-time behavior of the solution
of the SPDE are given in Section 3. The explicit tamed exponential Euler scheme is defined
in Section 4, where the two main results, Theorem 4.1 (moment bounds) and Theorem 4.2
(error estimate) are stated and discussed. Section 5 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.1,
whereas Section 6 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.2.
2. Setting
For every p P r1,8s let Lp “ Lpp0, 1q be the Banach space of real-valued functions with
finite Lp norm, and let the associated norm be denoted by } ¨ }L8 . When p “ 2, H “ L2 is
3
an Hilbert space, with inner product denoted by x¨, ¨y. Let N denote the set of integers and
N0 “ NY t0u.
The time-step size of the numerical schemes is denoted by ∆t. The a priori bounds and
error estimates will be stated below for ∆t P p0,∆t0s, where ∆t0 is an arbitrary parameter.
Once the value of the time-step size ∆t is fixed, the following notation is used: for all n P N0,
tn “ n∆t, and for all t P r0,8q, ℓptq “ n if and only if t P rtn, tn`1q.
The values of constants may change from line to line in the proofs, however their are
assumed not to depend on quantities such as the time-step size ∆t, the initial condition x0.
2.1. Linear operator. Set en “
?
2 sinpnπ¨q and λn “ pnπq2, for all n P N. Then`
en
˘
nPN
is a complete orthonormal system of H .
The unbounded self-adjoint linear operator on H defined by
A “ ´
ÿ
nPN
x¨, enyen
is the realization of the Laplace operator on p0, 1q, with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary
conditions. The associated semi-group
`
etA
˘
tě0
, such that etA “ řnPN e´λntx¨, enyen, is such
that t ÞÑ etAx is the solution of the heat equation with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary
conditions. For every p P r2,8q, `etA˘
tě0
also defines a semi-group on Lp. For every
α P r´1, 1s, let p´Aqα be the operator defined on H by
p´Aqα “
ÿ
nPN
λαnx¨, enyen.
Let us state some inequalities which are employed in the sequel. We refer for instance
to [9] and to [21].
‚ For all x P L2, one has
(1) }etAx}L2 ď e´λ1t}x}L2.
‚ For every α P r0, 1s, there exists Cα P p0,8q such that for all x P L2 and t ą 0, one
has
(2) }p´AqαetAx}L2 ď Cαminpt, 1q´α}x}L2 .
‚ For every α P r0, 1s, there exists Cα P p0,8q such that for all x P L2 and t, s ě 0,
one has
(3) }etAx´ esAx}L2 ď Cα|t ´ s|α}p´Aqαx}L2 .
‚ There exists c, C P p0,8q such that for all x P L2 and all t ą 0, one has
(4) }etAx}L8 ď Cminpt, 1q´ 14 e´ct}x}L2,
and for all x P L1 and all t ą 0, one has
(5) }etAx}L8 ď Cminpt, 1q´ 12 e´ct}x}L1.
‚ There exists c P p0,8q such that, for all p P p2,8q, there exists Cp P p0,8q, such
that for all x P Lp and all t ą 0, one has
(6) }etAx}Lp ď Cpe´ct}x}Lp.
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‚ There exists C P p0,8q such that for all x P L8 and lal t ě 0 one has
(7) }etAx}L8 ď C}x}L8 .
‚ For all κ P p1
4
, 1q, there exists Cκ P p0,8q such that for all x P L2 one has
(8) }x}L8 ď Cκ}p´Aqκx}L2 .
‚ For all p P r2,8q, there exists Λp P p0,8q such that for all x P Lp, such that Ax P Lp,
one has
(9) xAx, x|x|p´2y ď ´Λp}x}pLp.
‚ For all α P p0, 1
2
q, ǫ ą 0, with α ` ǫ ă 1
2
, there exists Cα,ǫ P p0,8q such that
(10) |p´Aq´α´ǫpxyq|L1 ď Cα,ǫ|p´Aqα`ǫx|L2 |p´Aq´αy|L2.
‚ For all α P p0, 1
2
q, ǫ ą 0, with α ` 2ǫ ă 1
2
, there exists Cα,ǫ P p0,8q such that, if
ψ : R Ñ R is Lipschitz continuous,
(11) |p´Aqα`ǫψp¨q|L2 ď Cα,ǫrψsLip|p´Aqα`2ǫ ¨ |L2 ,
where rψsLip “ sup
z1‰z2
|ψpz2q´ψpz1q|
|z2´z1|
.
Note that Λ2 “ λ1, and for all p ě 2, one has the lower bound Λp ě λ1 4pp´1qp2 . Indeed
using an integration by parts argument, one has
xAx, x|x|p´2y “ ´x∇x,∇px|x|p´2qy
“ ´pp´ 1qx∇x,∇x|x|p´2y
“ ´pp´ 1q}| p´22 ∇x}2L2
“ ´4pp´ 1q
p2
}∇p|x| p2 q}2L2
ď ´λ1 4pp´ 1q
p2
}|x| p2 }2L2
“ ´λ1 4pp´ 1q
p2
}x}pLp.
2.2. Nonlinearity. Let us now give the assumptions concerning the nonlinearity: F is
the Nemytskii operator associated with a real-valued function f : R Ñ R which is assumed
to be of class C2, with at most polynomial growth in the following sense.
Assumption 1. There exists a real number q ě 2 such that
(12) sup
zPR
|fpzq| ` |f 1pzq| ` |f 2pzq|
1` |x|q ă 8.
To study the long time behavior, the following one-sided Lipschitz continuity condition
is enforced.
Assumption 2. There exists γ ą 0 such that, if p P t2, qu, one has
(13) xAy, y|y|p´2y ` xF py ` zq ´ F pzq, y|y|p´2y ď ´γ}y}pLp,
whenever y, z P Lp are such that the left-hand side of (13) makes sense, where q is given by
Assumption 1.
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Let λF “ sup
zPR
f 1pzq. When λF ă 8, the real-valued function f satisfies a standard one-
sided Lipschitz continuity condition. The condition (13) for p “ 2 is satisfied if λF ă λ1.
When λF ă 0, owing to (9), the condition (13) is satisfied for all p P r2,8q.
Assumptions 1 and 2 are satisfied for instance if f is a polynomial function, such that
λF “ sup
zPR
f 1pzq is finite and sufficiently small.
2.3. Wiener process and the stochastic convolution. Let
`
βj
˘
jPN
be a sequence of
independent standard real-valued Wiener processes, defined on a probability space
`
Ω,F ,P
˘
which satisfies the usual conditions. Let the associated expectation operator be denoted by
Er¨s.
The stochastic evolution equation is driven by a Q-Wiener process
`
WQptq˘
tě0
, with
covariance operator Q. It is assumed that Q “ řjPN qjx¨, e˜jye˜j , where qj P r0,8q for all
j P N, and `e˜j˘jPN is a complete orthonormal system of H .
We refer to the monographs [9] and [14] for the general theory of stochastic evolution
equations and properties of their solutions.
The stochastic convolution is the process defined by
(14) Zptq “
ż t
0
ept´sqAdWQpsq “
ÿ
jPN
?
qj
ż t
0
ept´sqAe˜jdβjpsq,
for all t ě 0. The stochastic convolution is the mild solution of the linear equation driven
by additive noise:
dZptq “ AZptqdt` dWQptq, Zp0q “ 0.
To justify well-posedness for the stochastic convolution and establish moment bounds for
the solution in the L8 norm, the following assumption is required.
Assumption 3. The stochastic convolution
`
Zptq˘
tě0
is well-defined and takes values in
L8. Moreover, uniform in time moment bounds are satisfied in the L8-norm: for all m P N,
(15) sup
tě0
Er}Zptq}mL8s ă 8.
When the covariance operator Q and the linear operator A commute, i.e. when e˜j “ ej
for all j P N, it is possible to sample the H-valued Gaussian random variable Zptq exactly in
distribution. However, in general this is not possible and a numerical approximation scheme
needs to be employed. In this article, exponential Euler integrators are used. Let ∆t ą 0
denote the time step-size, and define the sequence of random variables
`
Z∆tn
˘
nPN0
by
(16) Z∆tn`1 “ e∆tA
`
Z∆tn `∆WQn
˘
,
with Z∆t0 “ 0, and where ∆WQn “ WQptn`1q´WQptnq are the Wiener increments. For every
n P N0 and t P rtn, tn`1s, set
(17) Z˜∆tptq “ ept´tnqA`Z∆tn `WQptq ´WQptnq˘.
The following discrete-time versions of Assumption 3 is introduced.
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Assumption 4. For any time-step size ∆t P p0,∆t0s, the process
`
Z∆tn
˘
nPN0
takes values
in L8. Moreover, some moment bounds which are uniform with respect to time and to the
time-step size are satisfied: for all m P N,
(18) sup
∆tPp0,∆t0s
sup
tě0
Er}Z˜∆tptq}mL8s ă 8.
It remains to define a parameter α to express the order of convergence (in the weak sense)
of the numerical scheme.
Assumption 5. Assume that there exists α ą 0 such that
(19)
8ÿ
j“1
qj}p´Aq2α´1e˜j}2L2 ă 8.
The parameter α is then defined by
(20) α “ sup tα P p0, 1
2
s;
8ÿ
j“1
qj}p´Aq2α´1e˜j}2L2 ă 8u.
For all α P p0, alphaq, one then has
(21) sup
tě0
Er}p´AqαZptq}2L2s ` sup
tě0
Er}p´AqαZ˜ptq}2L2s ă 8.
Assumptions 3, 4 and 5 are compatible and are satisfied for many examples. For instance,
they are satisfied in the case of a cylindrical Wiener process (Q “ I), with α “ 1
4
. Owing
to the inequalities (8) and (21), they are also satisfied if α ą 1
4
. This includes the case of a
trace-class noise (
ř
jPN qj ă 8), for which α “ 12 .
In the sequel, to simplify notation let Zn “ Z∆tn and Z˜ptq “ Z˜∆tptq.
3. Preliminary results
This section is devoted to state and prove some properties of the solution of the stochastic
evolution equation
(22) dXptq “ AXptqdt` F pXptqqdt` dWQptq , Xp0q “ x0.
Define Y ptq “ Xptq ´ Zptq for all t ě 0. Then (22) is equivalent to the evolution equation
with a random time-dependent nonlinearity
dY ptq
dt
“ AY ptq ` F pY ptq ` Zptqq , Y p0q “ x0.
Let us first recall a well-posedness result. Let Assumptions 1 and 3 be satisfied. Then, for
any initial condition x0 P Lq, there exists a unique global mild solution (22), defined by
Xptq “ etAx0 `
ż t
0
ept´sqAF pXpsqqds`
ż t
0
ept´sqAdWQpsq , t ě 0.
To put emphasis on the role of the initial condition x0, the notation Xx0ptq “ Xptq may be
used.
The process
`
Xx0ptq
˘
takes values in L8. If Assumption 2 is satisfied, one has the
following moment bounds in the L8 norm, uniformly in time, if x0 P L8.
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Proposition 3.1. Let Assumptions 1, 2 and 3 be satisfied.
For all m P N, there exists Cm P p0,8q such that for all x0 P L8, one has
sup
tě0
`
Er}Xx0ptq}mL8s
˘ 1
m ď Cmp1` }x0}qL8q.
Proof. Let Yx0ptq “ Xx0ptq ´ Zptq. Then for all t ą 0, one has
dYx0ptq
dt
“ AYx0ptq ` F pYx0ptq ` Zptqq.
By an energy estimate, using (13) (see Assumption 2) and Young’s inequality one obtains
1
q
d}Yx0ptq}qLq
dt
ď ´γ1}Yx0ptq}qLq ` C}F pZptqq}qLq ,
for some γ1 P p0, γq and C P p0,8q.
Using Gronwall’s lemma and the polynomial growth assumption for F , see Assumption 1,
for all t ě 0 one has
}Yx0ptq}qLq ď e´qγ
1t}x0}qLq ` C
ż t
0
e´qγ
1pt´sqp1` }Zpsq}q2
Lq
2 qds.
Using Jensen’s inequality and Assumption 3, one obtains the inequality
sup
tě0
`
Er}Yx0ptq}mLq s
˘ 1
m ď Cmp1` }x0}qLqq,
for some Cm P p0,8q, for all m P N.
To obtain moment bounds in the L8 norm, the argument uses the inequality (5). First,
the mild formulation yields the identity
Yx0ptq “ etAx0 `
ż t
0
ept´sqAF pYx0psq ` Zpsqqds,
and applying (5) one has
}Yx0ptq}L8 ď }x0}L8 ` C
ż t
0
e´cpt´sq
pt´ sq 12 }F pYx0psq ` Zpsqq}L
1ds
ď }x0}L8 ` C
ż t
0
e´cpt´sq
pt´ sq 12 p1` }Yx0psq}
q
Lq} ` Zpsqq}qLqqds.
Applying Jensen’s inequality and using the moment bounds in the Lq norm proved above
and Assumption 3 yields
sup
tě0
`
Er}Yx0ptq}mL8s
˘ 1
m ď Cmp1` }x0}qL8q,
and combining again this result with Assumption 3 concludes the proof. 
Remark 3.2. The proof of Proposition 3.1 is limited to the one-dimensional case, and
it would be required to modify some assumptions in order to cover higher-dimensional situa-
tions. Precisely, if the interval p0, 1q is replaced by p0, 1qd in the setting, then (5) holds with
the exponent ´1
2
replaced by ´d
2
. As soon as d ě 2, a non-integrable singularity appears and
one can not retrieve a L8 bound from a Lq bound of the solution as in the last part of the
proof of Proposition 3.1.
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If d “ 2, it suffices to assume that the condition (13) holds for some p “ q˜ ą q, in order
to apply a similar argument. If d ě 3, it suffices to assume that the condition (13) holds for
some sufficiently large p “ q˜d depending on dimension.
The analysis is presented in the case d “ 1 only in order to simplify the presentation.
Proposition 3.3. Let Assumptions 1, 2 and 3 be satisfied. Then for all x10, x
2
0 P Lp,
with p P t2, qu, one has for all t ě 0,
(23) }Xx2
0
ptq ´Xx1
0
ptq}Lp ď e´γt}x20 ´ x10}Lp.
Moreover, there exists a probability distribution µ‹, which satisfies
ş }x}mL8dµ‹pxq ă 8 for all
m P N, such that for all x0 P Lp and all Lipschitz continuous functions ϕ : Lp Ñ R, with
p P t2, qu, one has
(24)
ˇˇ
ErϕpXx0ptqqs ´
ż
ϕdµ‹
ˇˇ ď Cpϕqe´γtp1` }x0}Lpq.
Finally, µ‹ is the unique invariant probability distribution of (22).
Proof. The construction is standard, so only a sketch of proof is provided. See for
instance [13] for details.
Let δXptq “ Xx2
0
ptq ´Xx1
0
ptq, then
δXptq
dt
“ AδXptq ` F pXx2
0
ptqq ´ F pXx1
0
ptqq,
and using an energy estimate combined with (13) yields
1
p
}Xx2
0
ptq ´Xx1
0
ptq}pLp
dt
ď ´γ}Xx2
0
ptq ´Xx1
0
ptq}pLp.
Using Gronwall’s lemma concludes the proof of (23).
Using the remote initial condition method, the contraction property (23) allows to
construct a stationary process
`
X‹ptq
˘
tě0
, such that the distribution of X‹ptq is indepen-
dent of t. Let µ‹ be this probability distribution. Using that construction, the propertyş }x}mL8dµ‹pxq ă 8 is a consequence of the uniform moment bounds given by Proposition 3.1.
Finally, the convergence to equilibrium property (24) is a straightforward consequence of (23)
combined with the moment bound property above. The fact that the invariant probability
distribution is unique is a direct consequence of (24). 
4. Tamed exponential Euler scheme and main results
In this work, we consider the explicit tamed exponential Euler scheme defined by
(25) Xn`1 “ e∆tAXn ` p´Aq´1pI ´ e∆tAq F pXnq
1`∆t}F pXnq}L2 ` e
∆tA∆WQn ,
where as explained above ∆t P p0,∆t0s is the time-step size, tn “ n∆t and ∆WQn “
WQptn`1q ´WQptnq.
Define for all t ě 0
(26) X˜ptq “ etAx0 `
ż t
0
ept´sqA
F pXℓpsqq
1`∆tMℓpsq ds` Z˜ptq
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where Z˜ptq “ Z˜∆tptq is given by (17), and Mn “ }fpXnq}L2. Note that X˜ptnq “ Xn for all
n ě 0.
The first main result of this article states moment bounds in the L8 norm for the auxiliary
process
`
X˜ptq˘
0ďtďT
, for all T P p0,8q, with a dependence which is at most polynomial,
uniformly with respect to the time-step size.
Theorem 4.1. Let Assumptions 1, 2 and 3 be satisfied. Let the process
`
X˜ptq˘
tě0
be
defined by (26).
For all m P N, there exists a polynomial function Pm : R Ñ R such that for all T P p0,8q
and all x0 P L8, one has
(27) sup
∆tPp0,∆t0s
sup
0ďnďN
`
Er}Xn}mL8s
˘ 1
m ď `1`N∆t˘Pmp}x0}L8q.
and
(28) sup
∆tPp0,∆t0s
sup
0ďtďT
`
Er}X˜ptq}mL8s
˘ 1
m ď p1` T qqPmp}x0}L8q.
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is postponed to Section 5. It would be possible to express the
degree of the polynomial function Pm in terms of m and q, but since this does not matter
below this dependence is not indicated.
Since the right-hand side of (28) depends on the time T , the moment bounds for the
discrete time process qualitatively differ from the continuous time case, where uniform in
time moment bounds hold, see Proposition 3.1.
Since uniform in time moment bounds are not proven, then the discrete-time process may
not admit an invariant probability distribution. Despite the loss of uniform in time moment
bounds, it is in fact possible to approximate averages
ş
ϕdµ‹ with respect to the invariant
distribution µ‹, as explained by the second main result of this article.
Theorem 4.2. There exists a polynomial function P : R Ñ R, Q P N, and for every
α P p0, αq and any function ϕ : L2 Ñ R of class C2 with bounded first and second order
derivatives, there exists Cαpϕq P p0,8q, such that for all x0 P L8, all ∆t P p0,∆t0s and
N P N, one has
|ErϕpXNqs ´
ż
ϕdµ‹| ď Cαpϕq∆t2α
`
1` pN∆tqQ˘Pp}x0}L8q ` e´cN∆tp1` }x0}L8q.
Recall that α P p0, 1
2
s is given by (20) (under Assumption 5), and that α “ 1
4
if Q “ I
(qj “ 1 for all j ě 1, space-time white noise) and α “ 12 if TrpQq ă 8 (
ř
jPN qj ă 8, trace-
class noise). The order of convergence for the temporal discretization error in Theorem 4.2
thus coincides with the weak order of convergence for Euler type methods applied to the
SPDE (22), either on finite time horizon (see [5] where Q “ I and F is a cubic nonlinearity)
or for the approximation of the invariant distribution for globally Lipschitz nonlinearities
(see [3] where Q “ I). The order of convergence 2α is optimal, it corresponds to the weak
order for the discretization of the stochastic convolution, indeed one has
sup
nPN
ˇˇ
ErϕpZnqs ´ ErϕpZptnqs
ˇˇ ď Cαpϕq∆t2α,
where
`
Zptq˘
tě0
and
`
Zn
˘
nPN
are defined by (14) and (16) respectively. The assumption that
ϕ is of class C2 cannot be relaxed, see [4] (in the case Q “ I and F “ 0).
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Note that the proof gives the upper bound Q ď 3q2, however the exact value of the
integer Q is not important for the analysis of the computational cost below. In fact, the
same analysis of the cost would give the same conclusions even if Q “ 0 (i.e. if the moment
bounds and error estimates would be uniform in time), as explained below.
Contrary to existing results concerning the numerical approximation of the invariant
distribution for SPDEs, the weak error estimate from Theorem 4.2 is not uniform with
respect to time, instead the dependence is at most polynomial, with an upper bound for the
degree given by Q. However, this at most polynomial growth does not lead to a reduction
of the efficiency of the approach, indeed one has the following corollary.
Corollary 4.3. Let x0 P L8 and ϕ : L2 Ñ R of class C2 with bounded first and second
order derivatives. For all α P p0, αq, there exists Cαpx0, ϕq such that can choose N and ∆t
such that for all ε P p0, 1q, the error satisfies
|ErϕpXNqs ´
ż
ϕdµ‹| ď ε,
with a computational cost, defined as the number of time steps, satisfying
Cpεq “ N ď Cαpx0, ϕqǫ´ 1α .
In the computational cost analysis, the spatial discretization of the process and the
Monte-Carlo approximation of the expectation are not taken into account. In addition, it
is assumed that the cost is of size 1 at each step. Indeed, if fully-discrete schemes using
the same spatial discretization and Monte-Carlo parameters are considered, it is sufficient
to compare the temporal discretization error and the associated cost.
Proof of Corollary ??. Let α P p0, αq.
The parameters N and ∆t are chosen such that
N∆t “ C| logpεq|
and
pN∆tqQ∆tα`α2 “ Cε,
where C is a constant (depending on x0 and ϕ).
This leads to
∆t “ Cε 2α`α | logpεq|´ 2Qα`α ,
and finally
N “ C| logpεq|∆t´1 “ Cε´ 2α`α || logpεq|1` 2Qα`α ď Cε´ 1α ,
since α ă α and | logpεq|M “ opε 1M q when εÑ 0, for all M P N.
This concludes the proof of Corollary 4.3. 
Observe that Corollary 4.3 would be the same if one would have uniform in time estimates
(as in the case of Lipschitz continuous coefficients, see [3], or using an implicit scheme,
see [12]) in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 instead of the at most polynomial dependence we prove in
this article. However, the scheme studied in [3] cannot be employed for non globally Lipschitz
nonlinearities, and the scheme from [12] is implicit: the scheme studied in this article is
explicit thus is expected to be more efficient in practice. The exact rate of polynomial
growth is not important in the argument above.
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In addition, observe that obtaining a polynomial dependence with respect to time in the
right-hand side of (28) is fundamental: had the dependence been exponential (T replaced
by exppcT q in the right-hand side of (28)), a reduction of the effective order of convergence
appearing in the analysis of the computational cost would have been observed, depending
on the value of c.
This means that Theorem 4.1 is sufficiently good as far as one is concerned with the
application to estimate averages
ş
ϕdµ‹ with respect to the invariant distribution.
Remark 4.4. In [20], the authors propose to use the so-called rejecting exploding trajecto-
ries technique to approximate ergordic averages
ş
ϕdµ‹, for SDEs with non-globally Lipschitz
coefficients. This technique requires to introduce an auxiliary truncation parameter. How-
ever, even if in practice it is effective, this technique does not lead to a clean analysis of the
cost as in Corollary 4.3.
Remark 4.5. Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 hold if one can compute exactly in distribution Zptnq
for all n P N, with simpler proofs. This would mean replacing Zn defined by (16) and Z˜ptq
defined by (17), by
Zn`1 “ e∆tAZn `
ż tn`1
tn
eptn`1´sqAdWQpsq
and Z˜ptq “ Zptq.
5. Proof of Theorem 4.1
This section is devoted to the proof of the first main result of this article, Theorem 4.1.
The value of the time-step size ∆t P p0,∆t0s is fixed, and in the upper bounds obtained
below the constants do not depend on ∆t.
Recall that the process
`
X˜ptq˘
tě0
is defined by (26), and that the auxiliary process`
Z˜ptq˘
tě0
is defined by (17). Owing to Assumption 4, one has moment bounds in the L8
norm for Z˜ptq, uniformly with respect to t.
Introduce an auxiliary parameter R “ ∆t´κ, for a sufficiently small κ.
For every n ě 0, let ΩR,tn “ t sup
0ďℓďn
}Xℓ}L8 ď Ru, and to simplify notation let χn “ 1ΩR,tn
denote the indicator function of the set ΩR,tn . Let also χ´1 “ 1.
Theorem 4.1 is then an straightforward consequence of Lemma 5.1 and 5.2 stated below.
Lemma 5.1. For every m P N, there exists Cm P p0,8q, such that for all T P p0,8q and
x0 P L8, one has
(29) sup
∆tPp0,∆t0s
sup
0ďn∆tďT
Erχn´1}Xn}mL8s ď Cmp1` }x0}mq
2
L8 q.
Lemma 5.2. For every m P N, there exists a polynomial function Pm : R Ñ R, such that
for all T P p0,8q and x0 P L8, one has
(30) sup
∆tPp0,∆t0s
sup
0ďn∆tďT
Erp1´ χnq}Xn}mL8s ď p1` TmqPmp}x0}L8q.
Note that the moment bound (29) is uniform with respect to time. The polynomial
dependence in the right-hand side of (28) only comes from the use (30).
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Proof of Lemma 5.1. Introduce the following auxiliary processes:
Z˜x0ptq “ e∆tAx0 ` Z˜ptq
Y˜ ptq “ X˜ptq ´ Z˜x0ptq “
ż t
0
ept´sqA
F pXℓpsqq
1`∆tMℓpsq ds
Rptq “
ż t
0
ept´sqAF
`
Y˜ psq ` Z˜x0ptℓpsqq
˘
ds
rptq “ Y˜ ptq ´Rptq.
First, we claim that for all p P r2,8q and m P N, one has for all 0 ď t ă tn
Erχn´1}rptq}mLps ď Cp1` }x0}qmL8q,
Indeed, rptq “ r1ptq ` r2ptq where
r1ptq “
ż t
0
ept´sqA
´∆tMℓpsq
1`∆tMℓpsqF pXℓpsqqds
r2ptq “
ż t
0
ept´sqA
`
F pY˜ ptℓpsqq ` Z˜x0ptℓpsqqq ´ F pY˜ psq ` Z˜x0ptℓpsqq
˘
ds.
On the one hand, using (6) and the polynomial growth of F (Assumption 1), one has
χn´1}r1ptq}Lp ď
ż t
0
e´cpt´sq∆t}F pXℓpsqq}2Lpds
ď Cχn´1∆t
ż t
0
e´cpt´sqp1` }Xℓpsq}2qL8qds
ď C∆tp1 `R2qq
ď C,
using R “ ∆t´κ with κ ă 2q.
On the other hand, using the polynomial growth of F (Assumption 1) and Hölder’s
inequality, one obtains››F pY˜ ptℓpsqq ` Z˜ptℓpsqqq ´ F pY˜ psq ` Z˜ptℓpsqq››Lp
ď C}Y˜ ptℓpsqq ´ Y˜ psq}L2p
`
1` }Y˜ ptℓpsqq}qL2pq ` }Y˜ psq}qL2pq ` }Z˜x0ptℓpsqq}qL8
˘
.
Then, using (6), one has for all t P r0, tns
`
Erχn´1}r2ptq}mLps
˘ 1
m ď C
ż t
0
e´cpt´sq
`
Erχn´1
››F pY˜ ptℓpsqq ` Z˜ptℓpsqqq ´ F pY˜ psq ` Z˜x0ptℓpsqq››mLps
˘ 1
mds
ď C
ż t
0
e´cpt´sqM1psqM2psqds
where
M1psq “
`
Erχn´1}Y˜ ptℓpsqq ´ Y˜ psq}2mL2ps
˘ 1
2m
M2psq “ 1`
`
Erχn´1}Y˜ ptℓpsqq}2qmL2pqs
˘ 1
2m ` `Erχn´1}Y˜ psq}2qmL2pqs
˘ 1
2m ` `Er}Z˜x0psq}2qmL8 s˘ 12m .
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To treat the first factor, let s P rtk, tk`1q, with k ď n ´ 1, and let ǫ P p0, 1q. Using (3),
one has
}Y˜ psq ´ Y˜ ptℓpsqq}L2p ď }pept´tkqA ´ IqY˜ ptkq}L2p ` }
ż s
tk
eps´rqA
F pXkq
1`∆tMk dr}L2p
ď Cǫ∆tα}p´AqαY˜ ptkq}L2p ` C∆t}F pXkq}L8 ,
where α P p0, 1q.
Using (2), one obtains
χn´1}p´AqαY˜ ptkq}L2p ď Cαχn´1
ż t
0
e´cpt´sqpt´ sq´α}F pXℓpsqq}L2pds
Cp1`Rqq,
which gives
M1psq ď C∆tαp1`Rqq.
To treat the second factor, note that
`
Er}Z˜x0psq}2qmL8 s
˘ 1
2m ď C`}x0}qL8, using the moment
bound assumption for Z˜ (Assumption 4). In addition, using (6), one has for s ă tn
χn´1}Y˜ psq}Lp ď χn´1
ż s
0
e´cps´rq}F pXℓprqq}L8ds
ď Cp1`Rqq,
thus, one has for all 0 ď s ă tn
M2psq ď Cp1`Rq2q ` C}x0}qL8.
Choosing R “ ∆t´κ with sufficiently small κ then gives the upper boundM1psqM2psq ď
C, for all s P r0, tnq, for some C P p0,8q, and`
Erχn´1}r1ptq}mLps
˘ 1
m ` `Erχn´1}r2ptq}mLps˘ 1m ď Cp1` }x0}qL8q,
for all t P r0, tnq. As a consequence, this concludes the proof of the claim.
Second, observe that
dRptq
dt
“ ARptq ` F `Rptq ` rptq ` Z˜x0ptℓptqq˘.
Using condition (13) (Assumption 2) and Young’s inequality, one obtains
1
q
d}Rptq}qLq
dt
ď ´γ
2
}Rptq}qLq ` C}F prptq ` Z˜x0ptℓptqqq}qLq ,
and as a consequence one has for all t P r0, tns,
χn´1}Rptq}qLq ď C
ż t
0
e´q
γ
2
pt´sq
`
1` χn´1}rpsq}q2
Lq
2 ` }Z˜x0ptℓpsqq}q
2
L8
˘
ds.
Using the moment bound proved above for rpsq and Assumption 4, one obtains for all
t P r0, tns `
Erχn´1}Rptq}mLqs
˘ 1
m ď Cp1` }x0}qL8q.
Finally, since X˜ptq “ Y˜ ptq ` Z˜x0ptq “ rptq `Rptq ` Z˜x0ptq, one obtains for all 0 ď t ď tn`
Erχn´1}X˜ptq}mLqs
˘ 1
m ď Cp1` }x0}q2L8q.
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It remains to prove the moment bound for the L8 norm instead of the Lq norm. This is
obtained as follows: using (5), for all t P r0, tns, one has`
Erχn´1}X˜ptq}mL8s
˘ 1
m ď }etAx0}L8
` C
ż t
0
e´cpt´sqpt´ sq´ 12`Erχn´1}F pXℓpsqq}mL1s˘ 1mds` `Er}Z˜ptq}mL8s˘ 1m
ď C ` }x0}L8 ` C
ż t
0
e´cpt´sqpt´ sq´ 12`Erχn´1}Xℓpsq}qmLq sq 1mds
ď Cp1` }x0}qL8q.
This concludes the proof of Lemma 5.1. 
Proof of Lemma 5.2. Recall that χn “ 1ΩR,tn , with ΩR,tn “ t sup
0ďℓďn
}Xℓ}L8 ď Ru and
χ´1 “ 1. As a consequence, one has
1´ χn “ 1Ωc
R,tn
“ 1Ωc
R,tn´1
` 1ΩR,tn´11}Xn}L8ąR
“ 1´ χn´1 ` χn´11}Xn}L8ąR.
One thus obtains the equality
1´ χn “
nÿ
ℓ“0
χℓ´11}Xℓ}L8ąR.
Let p P N. Using Minkowksi, Cauchy-Schwarz and Markov inequalities, one obtains
`
Erp1´ χnq}Xn}mL8s
˘ 1
m ď
nÿ
ℓ“0
`
Erχℓ´11}Xℓ}L8ąR}Xn}mL8s
˘ 1
m
ď
nÿ
ℓ“0
`
Er}Xn}2mL8s
˘ 1
2m
`
Erχℓ´1 }Xℓ}
θ
L8
Rθ
s˘ 12m ,
where θ P N is chosen below.
On the one hand, by construction of the tamed Euler scheme and using (4) and Assump-
tion 3, one has
}X˜ptq}L8 ď }x0}L8 ` C
ż t
0
e´cpt´sqpt´ sq´ 14 }fpXℓpsqq}L2
1`∆t}fpXℓpsqq}L2 ds` }Zptq}L
8
ď }x0}L8 ` C
∆t
` }Zptq}L8
thus `
Er}Xn}2ms
˘ 1
2m ď Cp1` }x0}L8 ` 1
∆t
q.
On the other hand, applying Lemma 5.1 yields for all ℓ ě 0
Erχℓ´1}Xℓ}θL8s ď Cp1` }x0}θq
2
L8q.
Gathering the estimates yields
`
Erp1´ χnq}Xn}ms
˘ 1
m ď C T
∆t
p1` }x0}L8 ` 1
∆t
qp1` }x0}θq2L8qR´
θ
2m .
Since R “ ∆t´κ, it suffices to choose θκ
2m
ą 2 in order to obtain (30).
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This concludes the proof of Lemma 5.2.

We are now in position to provide the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Since Xn “ χnXn ` p1 ´ χnqXn, combining Minkowskii’s
inequality with (29) and (30) gives
sup sup
0ďnďN
`
Er}Xn}mL8s
˘ 1
m ď Cm
`
1`N∆t˘Pmp}x0}L8q.
This concludes the proof of (27). It remains to prove (28).
Using the notation from the proof of Lemma 5.1, one has X˜ptq “ Y˜ ptq ` Z˜x0ptq, with
Y˜ ptq “
ż t
0
ept´sqA
F pXℓpsqq
1`∆tMℓpsqds.
Using (4), one has, for all t P r0, T s
}Y˜ ptq}L8 ď C
ż t
0
e´cpt´sqpt´ sq´ 12 }F pXℓpsq}L2ds
ď C
ż t
0
e´cpt´sqpt´ sq´ 12 p1` }Xℓpsq}qL8qds.
Using the moment bound for Xn above, with n∆t ď N∆t ď T , one obtains
sup
0ďtďT
`
Er}Y˜ ptq}mL8s
˘ 1
m ď p1` T qqPmp}x0}L8q,
and combining this with (7) with Assumption 4 concludes the proof of (28) and of Theo-
rem 4.1. 
6. Proof of Theorem 4.2
This section is devoted to the proof of the second main result of this article. The approach
is based on the analysis of the weak error of the numerical scheme, where the dependence
with respect to the final time T “ N∆t is carefully mentioned.
The weak error analysis uses the Kolmogorov equation approach. Some important reg-
ularity properties are given in Section 6.1 below. A few auxiliary results concerning spatial
and temporal regularity of Z˜ptq and Y˜ rtq are stated and proved in Section 6.2. Finally, weak
error estimates are proved in Section 6.3.
All the computations and statements hold rigorously using suitable approximations: the
nonlinearity may be replaced by a globally Lipschitz continuous approximation and the
noise may be truncated. The objective is to prove that bounds hold independently of the
approximation parameters. This is a standard approach in the analysis of Kolmogorov
equations and weak error in infinite dimension: for instance one may consider an approximate
stochastic evolution equation of the type
dXδ,τ,Jptq “ AXδ,τ,Jdt` eδAFτ pXδ,τ,Jptqqdt` eδAP˜JdWQptq,
where δ ą 0, Fτ pxq “ 1τ pΦτ pxq ´ xq where τ ą 0 and
`
Φt
˘
tě0
the flow associated with the
ordinary differential equation 9z “ F pzq, and P˜J “
řJ
j“1x¨, e˜jye˜j , J P N, is an orthogonal
projection with finite rank. The noise is then finite dimensional, Fτ is Lipschitz continuous,
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and eδA is regularizing, so that all the computations make sense. In the estimates, the
parameters δ, τ, J do not appear and it suffices to pass to the limit δ Ñ 0, τ Ñ 0, J Ñ 8 to
get results for the model of interest and its numerical approximation. In order to simplify
the notation, the approximation parameters are omitted in the sequel.
6.1. Regularity results for the Kolmogorov equation. Let ϕ : L2 Ñ R be a
function of class C2. Define
upt, xq “ ErϕpXxptqqs,
for all t ě 0 and x P Lq, where `Xxptq˘
tě0
is the solution with initial condition Xxp0q “ x.
Several properties of u are employed in the weak error analysis. First, u is solution of
the Kolmogorov equation
(31) Btupt, xq “ Lupt, xq “ Dupt, xq.
`
Ax` F pxq˘` 1
2
ÿ
jPN
qjD
2upt, xq.pe˜j, e˜jq,
with initial condition up0, ¨q “ ϕ, where Dupt, xq and D2upt, xq are the first and second order
derivatives of upt, xq with respect to the variable x.
Second, one has for all T ě 0 and all x P Lq,
(32)
ˇˇ
upT, xq ´
ż
ϕdµ‹
ˇˇ ď Cpϕqe´γT p1` }x}Lqq.
Finally, some regularity properties for the spatial derivatives are instrumental in the weak
error analysis below.
Proposition 6.1. There exists c P p0,8q, such that the following holds. First, for all
α P r0, 1q, there exists Cα P p0,8q such that for all t ą 0, x P L8 and h P L2, one has
|Dupt, xq.h| ď Cαp1` }x}q1αą0L8 qe´ctminpt, 1q´α}p´Aq´αh}L2.
Moreover, for all β1, β2 P r0, 1q, such that β1 ` β2 ă 1, there exists Cβ1,β2 P p0,8q such that
for all t ą 0, x P L8 and h1, h2 P L2, one has
|D2upt, xq.ph1, h2q| ď Cβ1,β2p1`}x}Qpα1,α2qL8 qe´ctminpt, 1q´β1´β2}p´Aq´β1h1}L2}p´Aq´α2h2}L2.
with Qpα1, α2q “ q ` q1α1ą0 ` 1α2ą0.
Proposition 6.1 is a variant of existing results: see [3] and [6] for the Lipschitz case. See
also [5] and [11] for the treatment of polynomial nonlinearities, for estimates with t ď T .
Proof of Proposition 6.1. The first and second order derivatives of upt, ¨q are ex-
pressed as
Dupt, xq.h “ ErDϕpXxptqq.ηhptqs
D2upt, xq.ph1, h2q “ ErDϕpXxptqq.ζh1,h2ptqs ` ErD2ϕpXxptqq.pηh1ptq, ηh2ptqqs,
where the processes
`
ηhptq˘
tě0
and
`
ζh1,h2ptq˘
tě0
are solutions of
d
dt
ηhptq “ `A` F 1pXxptqq˘ηhptq
d
dt
ζh1,h2ptq “ `A` F 1pXxptqq˘ζh1,h2ptq ` F 2pXxptqqηh1ptqηh2ptq,
with initial conditions ηhp0q “ h and ζh1,h2p0q “ 0.
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In the computations below, the values of C and c may change from line to line.
Introduce the family of operators
`
Θpt, sq˘
těsě0
, such that for all h P L2
d
dt
Θpt, sqh “ `A` F 1pXxptqq˘Θpt, sqh , t ě s , Θps, sqh “ h.
Using the condition (13), one has
1
2
d}Θpt, sqh}2
L2
dt
ď ´γ}Θpt, sq}2L2,
thus }Θpt, sqh}L2 ď e´γpt´sq}h}L2 for all t ě s ě 0. This yields the result for α “ 0.
To treat the case α ą 0, introduce the auxiliary operators Θ˜pt, sq “ Θpt, sq ´ ept´sqA for
all t ě s (see [5]). Then one has
d
dt
Θ˜pt, sqh “ `A ` F 1pXxptqq˘Θ˜pt, sqh` F 1pXxptqept´sqAh,
with Θ˜ps, sqh “ 0. Applying a Duhamel type formula yields
Θ˜pt, sqh “
ż t
s
Θpt, rq`F 1pXxprqqepr´sqAh˘dr.
Using the result when α “ 0, the polynomial growth of F 1 (Assumption 1) and the inequal-
ity (2), one obtains
}Θ˜pt, sqh}L2 ď
ż t
s
e´γpt´rq}F 1pXxprqqq}L8}epr´sqAh}L2dr
ď C
ż t
s
e´γpt´rqp1` }Xxprq}qL8qe´cpr´sqApr ´ sq´αdr}p´Aq´αh}L2,
where c P p0, γq ą 0. Using moment estimates (see Proposition 3.1) and Jensen’s inequality,
one obtains `
ErΘ˜pt, sqh}mL2s
˘ 1
m ď Ce´c1pt´sqp1` }x0}qL8q}p´Aq´αh}L2 .
Since Θpt, sq “ Θ˜pt, sq ` ept´sqA, one finally obtains
`
ErΘpt, sqh}mL2s
˘ 1
m ď Ce´cpt´sqminpt´ s, 1q´αp1` }x0}qL8q}p´Aq´αh}L2 .
Since ηhptq “ Θpt, 0qh, this gives the result when α P p0, 1q for the first-order derivative.
It remains to deal with the second-order derivative. On the one hand, since ϕ is of class
C2 with bounded second-order derivative, applying Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the result
above yields
ˇˇ
ErD2ϕpXxptqq.pηh1ptq, ηh2ptqs ď C`Er}ηh1ptq}2L2s˘ 12 `Erηh2ptq}2L2s˘ 12
ď C`Er}Θpt, 0qh1}2L2s˘ 12 `ErΘpt, 0qh2}2L2s˘ 12
ď Ce´2ctt´α1´α2p1` }x0}q1α1ą0`1α2ą0L8 q}p´Aq´α1h1}L2}p´Aq´α2h2}L2.
On the other hand, a Duhamel type formula yields the equality
ζh1,h2ptq “
ż t
0
Θpt, sq`F 2pXxpsqqηh1ptqηh2ptq˘ds.
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Let κ P p1
4
, 1q, such that inequality (8) holds. By a duality argument, one has }p´Aq´κ ¨}L2 ď
Cκ} ¨ }L1. Using the result above with a conditional expectation argument yields
Er}ζh1,h2ptq}L2 ď C
ż t
0
e´cpt´sq
minpt´ s, 1qκ p1` }x0}
q
L8q
`
Er}p´Aq´κ`F 2pXxpsqqηh1ptqηh2ptq˘}2L2sds
ď C
ż t
0
e´cpt´sq
minpt ´ s, 1qκ p1` }x0}
q
L8q
`
E}ηh1ptq}2L2sEr}ηh2ptq}2L2s
˘ 1
2ds
ď Cp1` }x0}Qpα1,α2qLq q
ż t
0
e´cpt´sq
minpt´ s, 1qκ
e´2cs
minps, 1qα1`α2 ds}p´Aq
´α1h1}L2}p´Aq´α2h2}L2
ď Cp1` }x0}Qpα1,α2qLq qe´ct}p´Aq´α1h1}L2}p´Aq´α2h2}L2,
using the condition α1 ` α2 to ensure integrability, where Qpα1, α2q “ q ` q1α1ą0 ` 1α2ą0.
This gives
|ErD2ϕpXxptqq.ζh1,h2ptqs| ď Cp1` }x0}3qLqqe´ct}p´Aq´α1h1}L2}p´Aq´α2h2}L2.
Gathering the estimates then concludes the proof of Proposition 6.1. 
6.2. Some useful regularity results. In this section, the objective is to state and
prove some useful spatial and temporal regularity properties for Z˜ptq defined by (17), and
for Y˜ ptq given by
Y˜ ptq “
ż t
0
ept´sqA
F pXℓpsqq
1`∆t}F pXℓpsqq}L2 ds,
which is such that X˜ptq “ etAx0 ` Y˜ ptq ` Z˜ptq.
In the sequel, let Assumption 5 be satisfied, and let the parameter α be defined by (20).
Lemma 6.2. For every α P r0, αq and m P N, there exists Cα,m P p0,8q such that
sup
ně0
Er}p´AqαZn}mL2s ď Cα,m
and for all n ě 0 and t P rtn, tn`1s`
Er}Z˜ptq ´ Zn}mL2s
˘ 1
m ď Cα,m∆tα.
Proof. It suffices to consider the case m “ 2 since Z˜ptq is a Gaussian random variable
with values in L2 for all t ě 0.
First, using Itô’s isometry formula and (2), one has
Er}p´AqαZn}2L2s “ Er}
n´1ÿ
ℓ“0
p´Aqαeptn´tℓqA∆WQℓ }2L2s
“ ∆t
n´1ÿ
ℓ“0
ÿ
jPN
qj}p´Aqαeptn´tℓqAe˜j}2L2
ď Cǫ∆t
n´1ÿ
ℓ“0
e´cptn´tℓq
ptn ´ tℓq1´ǫ }p´Aq
α` ǫ
2
´ 1
2 e˜j}2L2
ď Cα,ǫ ă 8,
if ǫ P p0, α´α
2
q.
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Second, using Itô’s isometry formula and the inequalities (3) and (2), one has for t P
rtn, tn`1s,
Er}Z˜ptq ´ Zn}2L2s “ Er}pept´tnqA ´ IqZn}2L2s ` Er}ept´tnqApWQptq ´WQptnqq}2L2s
ď ∆t2αEr}p´AqαZn}2L2s `
ÿ
jPN
qjpt´ tnq}ept´tnqAe˜j}2L2
ď Cα∆t2α ` pt´ tnq2α
ÿ
jPN
qj}pt´ tnq 12´αp´Aq 12´αept´tnqAp´Aqα´ 12 e˜j}2L2
ď Cα∆t2α.
This concludes the proof of Lemma 6.2. 
Lemma 6.3. For every ǫ P r0, 1q and m P N, there exists Cǫ,m P p0,8q and a polynomial
function Pm : R Ñ R such that
sup
0ďn∆tďN∆t
`
Er}p´Aq1´ǫY˜ ptnq}mL2s
˘ 1
m ď Cα,mp1` pN∆tqqqPmp}x0}L8q
and for all n ě 0 and t P rtn, tn`1s, with n ď N , one has
`
Er}Y˜ ptq ´ Y˜ ptnq}mL2s
˘ 1
m ď Cǫ,m∆t1´ǫ1` pN∆tqqqPmp}x0}L8q.
Proof. First, using (2) and (27) for all 0 ď t ď T , one has
`
E}p´Aq1´ǫY˜ ptq}mL2
˘ 1
m ď C
ż t
0
e´cpt´sq
pt ´ sq1´ǫ
`
Er}F pXℓpsqq}mL2s
˘ 1
mds
ď C
ż 8
0
e´cs
s1´ǫ
dsp1` T qqPmp}x0}L8q.
Second, for 0 ď tn ď t ď tN , one has
`
Er}Y˜ ptq ´ Y˜ ptnq}mL2s
˘ 1
m ď `Er}pept´tnqA ´ IqY˜ ptnq}mL2s˘ 1m
` `Er}
ż t
tn
ept´sqA
F pXnq
1`∆t}F pXnq}L2 ds}
m
L2s
˘ 1
mds
ď C∆t1´ǫ`Er}p´Aq1´ǫY˜ ptnq}mL2s˘ 1m `∆t`Er}F pXnq}mL8s˘ 1m
ď C∆t1´ǫp1` T qqPmp}x0}L8q.
This concludes the proof of Lemma 6.3. 
6.3. Weak error analysis. We are now in position to study the weak error and prove
Theorem 4.2.
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The weak error is written as follows:
ErϕpXN qs ´ ErϕpXptNqqs “ Erup0, XNqs ´ EruptN , X0qs
“
N´1ÿ
n“0
`
EruptN ´ tn`1, Xn`1qs ´ EruptN ´ tn, Xnqs
˘
“
N´1ÿ
n“0
`
EruptN ´ tn`1, X˜ptn`1qqs ´ EruptN ´ tn, X˜ptnqs
˘
“
N´1ÿ
n“0
ż tn`1
tn
E
“p´Bt ` LnquptN ´ t, X˜ptqq‰dt,
using Itô’s formula, where for all n P N the auxiliary operator Ln is defined by
Lnφ “ Dφpxq.pAx` F pXnq
1`∆t}F pXnq}L2 q `
1
2
ÿ
jPN
qjD
2φpxq.`e∆tAe˜j, e∆tAe˜j˘.
Using the fact that u is solution of the Kolmogorov equation (31), one has
ErϕpXNqs ´ ErϕpXptNqqs “ ǫ1N ` ǫ2N ,
where
ǫ1N “
ż tN
0
ErDuptN ´ t, X˜ptqq.
´ F pXℓptqq
1`∆t}F pXℓptqq}L2 ´ F pX˜ptqq
¯
sdt
ǫ2N “
ż tN
0
1
2
ÿ
jPN
qjErD2uptN ´ t, X˜ptqq.pe∆tAe˜j , e∆tAe˜jq ´D2uptN ´ t, X˜ptqq.pe˜j , e˜jqsdt.
Theorem 4.2 is a straightforward consequence of Lemma 6.4 and Lemma 6.5 stated below.
Lemma 6.4. There exists a polynomial function P : R Ñ R, and for every α P p0, αq
there exists Cα P p0,8q, such that for all x0 P L8, all ∆t P p0,∆t0s and N P N, one has
|ǫ2N | ď Cα∆t2α
`
1` pN∆tq2q2`2q˘Pp}x0}L8q.
Lemma 6.5. There exists a polynomial function P : R Ñ R, and for every α P p0, αq
there exists Cα P p0,8q, such that for all x0 P L8, all ∆t P p0,∆t0s and N P N, one has
|ǫ2N | ď Cα∆t2α
`
1` pN∆tq3q2˘Pp}x0}L8q.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. It suffices to write
|ErϕpXN qs ´
ż
ϕdµ‹| ď |ErϕpXnqs ´ ErϕpXpN∆tqqs| ` |ErϕpXpN∆tqqs ´
ż
ϕdµ‹|
ď |ǫ1N | ` |ǫ2N | ` |upN∆t, x0q ´
ż
ϕdµ‹|,
and to use Lemma 6.4, Lemma 6.5 and the inequality 32 to conclude the proof of Theorem 4.2.

It remains to prove Lemma 6.4 and Lemma 6.5. In the proofs, the notations C and P
is used for constants and polynomial functions respectively which may change from line to
line. The dependence with respect to T “ tN “ N∆t is studied carefully.
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Proof of Lemma 6.4. The error term ǫ1N is decomposed as follows:
ǫ1N “ ǫ1,1N ` ǫ1,2N ` ǫ1,3N ,
where
ǫ
1,1
N “
ż tN
0
Er´∆t}F pXℓptqq}L2DuptN ´ t, X˜ptqq.F pXℓptqqsdt
ǫ
1,2
N “
ż tN
0
Er`DuptN ´ t, X˜ptqq ´DuptN ´ t, Xℓptqq˘.`F pXℓptqq ´ F pX˜ptqq˘sdt
ǫ
1,3
N “
ż tN
0
ErDuptN ´ t, Xℓptqq.
`
F pXℓptqq ´ F pX˜ptqq
˘sdt.
Using Proposition 6.1 with α “ 0 and Theorem 4.1, for the first term one obtains
|ǫ1,1N | ď C∆t
ż tN
0
e´cptN´sqErp1` }X˜ptqq}qL8qp1` }X˜ptℓptqq}2qL8qsdt
ď C∆tp1` tq2`2qN qPp}x0}L8q.
To study the second error term, using Proposition 6.1 with α1 “ α2 “ 0 and the polyno-
mial growth of F , one obtains
|ǫ1,2N | ď C
ż tN
0
e´cptN´tqE
“p1` }X˜ptq}2qL8 ` }X˜ptℓptqq}2qL8q}X˜ptq ´ X˜ptℓptqq}2L2‰dt
ď C
ż tN
0
e´cptN´tqp1` sup
0ďsďtN
Er}X˜psq}4qL8sq
1
2
`
Er}X˜ptq ´ X˜ptℓptqq}4L2s
˘ 1
2dt.
Recall that X˜ptq “ etAx0 ` Z˜ptq ` Y˜ ptq. Using the inequalities (3) and (2), one has
}etAx0 ´ etℓptqAx0}L2 ď Cα∆t2αt´2αℓptq }x0}L2 .
for all t ě ∆t. Writing the integral for t P r0, tN s as the sum as the integrals for t P r0,∆ts
(which gives a contribution of size∆t) and t P r∆t, tN s, and using Lemma 6.2 and Lemma 6.3,
combined with the moment bounds from Theorem 4.1, one obtains
|ǫ1,2N | ď C∆t2αpPp}x0}L8qp1` }p´Aq2αx0}2L2qp1` t2q
2`2q
N q.
It remains to deal with the third error term ǫ1,3N .
For every n ě 0, let En “ Er¨|Ftns denote the conditional expectation operator, where
Ft “ σ
`
WQpsq, 0 ď s ď t˘. Set Y˜x0ptq “ etAx0 ` Y˜ ptq, then one has X˜ptq “ Y˜x0ptq ` Z˜ptq.
The error term ǫ1,3N is decomposed into two parts as follows:
ǫ
1,3
N “
ż tN
0
ErDuptN ´ t, Xℓptqq.
`
F pY˜x0ptℓptqq ` Z˜ptℓptqqq ´ F pY˜x0ptq ` Z˜ptqq
˘sdt
“
ż tN
0
ErDuptN ´ t, Xℓptqq.
`
F pY˜x0ptℓptqq ` Z˜ptqq ´ F pY˜x0ptq ` Z˜ptqq
˘sdt
`
ż tN
0
ErDuptN ´ t, Xℓptqq.
`
F pY˜x0ptℓptqq ` Z˜ptℓptqqq ´ F pY˜x0ptℓptqq ` Z˜ptqq
˘sdt
“ ǫ1,3,1N ` ǫ1,3,2N .
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For the first term, using Proposition 6.1 with α “ 0, then moment bounds from Theorem 4.1,
and finally the inequalities 3 and (2) as above, and Lemma 6.3, and one obtains
|ǫ1,2,1N | ď C
ż tN
0
e´cptN´tqE
“`
1` }Y˜x0ptℓptqq}qL8 ` }Y˜x0ptq}qL8 ` }Z˜ptq}qL8
˘}Y˜x0ptℓptqq ´ Y˜x0ptq}L2‰dt
ď C
ż tN
0
e´cptN´tqp1` T q2qPp}x0}L8q
`
Er}Y˜x0ptq ´ Y˜x0ptℓptqq}2L2s
˘ 1
2dt
ď Cp1` T q2`qqPp}x0}L8q∆t2α.
The arguments for the second term ǫ1,3,2N are more involved. First, a conditional expectation
argument gives
ǫ
1,2,2
N “
N´1ÿ
n“0
ż tn`1
tn
ErDuptN ´ t, Xnq.
`
F pY˜x0ptnq ` Znq ´ F pY˜x0ptnq ` Z˜ptqq
˘sdt
“
N´1ÿ
n“0
ż tn`1
tn
ErDuptN ´ t, Xnq.
`
F pY˜x0ptnq ` Znq ´ EnrF pY˜x0ptnq ` Z˜ptqqs
˘sdt.
A second-order Taylor expansion then yields
EnrF pY˜x0ptnq ` Z˜ptqqs ´ F pY˜x0ptnq ` Znq “ F 1pY˜x0ptnqq.EnrZ˜ptq ´ Znss `Rn
“ F 1pY˜x0ptnqq.
`pe∆tA ´ IqZn˘`Rn,
with
}Rn}L1 ď C
`
1` }Y˜x0ptnq}qL8 ` }Zn}qL8 ` }Z˜ptq}qL8
˘}Z˜ptq ´ Zn}2L2 .
Using Proposition 6.1 and the inequality 8, for κ P p1
4
, 1q, moment bounds from Theorem 4.1
and Assumption 4, and Lemma 6.2, one has
ˇˇ N´1ÿ
n“0
ż tn`1
tn
ErDuptN ´ t, Xnq.Rnsdt
ˇˇ ď C∆t2αp1` T q2qPp}x0}L8q.
To treat the last error term, combining the inequalities (10) and (11), with polynomial
growth of F 1 (Assumption 1) yields
}p´Aq´α´2ǫF 1pY˜x0ptnqq.
`pe∆tA ´ IqZn˘}L1
ď Cα,ǫp1` }Y˜x0ptnq}qL8q}p´Aqα`ǫY˜x0ptnq}L2}p´Aq´αpe∆tA ´ IqZn}L2
ď Cα,ǫ∆t2αp1` }Y˜x0ptnq}qL8q}p´Aqα`ǫY˜x0ptnq}L2}p´AqαZn}L2 ,
where ǫ ą 0, using the inequality (3) in the last step. Note that
}p´Aqα`ǫY˜x0ptnq}L2 ď }p´Aqα`ǫY˜ ptnq}L2 ` C}p´Aqα`ǫetnAx0}L2.
As above, one uses the inequality (2) to get }p´Aqα`ǫetnAx0}L2 ď Ct´α´ǫn }x0}L2 when n ě 1,
and a decomposition of the integral for t P r0, tN s into integrals for t P r0,∆ts (which gives a
contribution of size ∆t) and t P r∆t, tN s. Using Proposition 6.1 with α1 “ α`κ and α2 “ 0,
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one then obtains
ˇˇN´1ÿ
n“0
ż tn`1
tn
ErDuptN ´ t, Xnq.F 1pY˜x0ptnqq.
`pe∆tA ´ IqZn˘sdtˇˇ
ď C∆t2α
N´1ÿ
n“0
ż tn`1
tn
e´cptN´tq
ptN ´ tqα`κ`2ǫErp1` }Xn}
2q
L8qp1` }Y˜x0ptnq}qL8q}p´Aqα`ǫY˜x0ptnq}L2}p´AqαZn}L2sdt
ď C∆t2αp1` T q2`2qqPp}x0}L8q.
owing to inequality (2), and to the moment bounds from Lemma 6.2 and 6.3 and Theorem 4.1.
Finally, one has
|ǫ1,3,2N | ď C∆t2αp1` T q
2`2qqPp}x0}L8q.
Gathering the estimates for ǫ1,1N , ǫ
1,2
N and ǫ
1,3
N then concludes the proof of Lemma 6.4. 
Proof of Lemma 6.5. Using the symmetry of the bilinear operator D2upT ´ t, X˜ptqq,
one has
ǫ2N “ ǫ2,1N ` ǫ2,2N ,
where
ǫ
2,1
N “
1
2
ÿ
jPN
qj
ż tN
0
ErD2upT ´ t, X˜ptqq.`pe∆tA ´ Iqe˜j , pe∆tA ´ Iqe˜j˘sdt
ǫ
2,2
N “
ÿ
jPN
qj
ż tN
0
ErD2upT ´ t, X˜ptqq.`pe∆tA ´ Iqe˜j, e˜j˘sdt.
Let α P p0, αq, and ǫ ą 0 such that α ` ǫ ă α. Below, Proposition 6.1 is used with
α1 “ 12 ` α and α2 “ 12 ´ α ´ ǫ. In addition, Theorem 4.1 is also used to control moments.
Using the inequalities (2) and (3), one obtains, with T “ N∆t,
|ǫ2,1N | ď C
ÿ
jPN
qj
ż tN
0
e´cptN´tq
ptN ´ tq1´ǫ }p´Aq
´ 1
2
´αpe∆tA ´ Iqe˜j}L2}p´Aqα´ 12`ǫe˜j}L2p1` E}X˜ptq}3qL8qdt
ď Cp1` T 3q2qPp}x0}L8q
ÿ
jPN
qj}p´Aq´ 12`αp´Aq´2αpe∆tA ´ Iqe˜j}L2}p´Aq´ 12`α`ǫe˜j}L2
ď Cp1` T 3q2qPp}x0}L8q∆t2α
ÿ
jPN
qj}p´Aqα´ 12`ǫe˜j}2L2
ď Cp1` T 3q2qPp}x0}L8q∆t2α,
since α ` ǫ ă α.
The second term is treated similar arguments: indeed one has
|ǫ2,2N | ď C
ÿ
jPN
qj
ż tN
0
e´cptN´tq
ptN ´ tq1´ǫ }p´Aq
´ 1
2
´αpe∆tA ´ Iqe˜j}L2}p´Aq´ 12`α`ǫe˜j}L2p1` E}X˜ptq}3qL8qdt,
and proceeding as above one obtains
|ǫ2,2N | ď Cp1` T 3q
2qPp}x0}L8q∆t2α.
This concludes the proof of Lemma 6.5. 
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